Standing Gardener and Multi-Terrain Wheelchair

Peter George
Robert Knapp
Fryderyk Karnas
Work Completed

- Drilled telescopic holes for legs of standing gardener.
Hole Specifications

- 14 holes in each of the 16 pipes (8 large pipes and 8 small pipes).

- Two inch intervals between the holes.
Drilling Holes
Work Completed

- Cut stainless steel sheets to make feet for standing gardener.
Working on Feet
Feet Completed
More parts came in
Started work on the wheelchair
Future Work

- Cutting stainless steel sheets for semi-circle workspace.
Future Work

- Filing down holes so telescopic pipes fit inside each other.
- Pads for support system.
- Plasma cut sheets for standing gardener.
- Welding feet to telescopic legs.
Thank you.

- Questions?

- Comments?